NAZI SLOTHING DOWN TO ITSELF IS ADMITTED

BAD WEATHER CLAIMED TO BE CAUSE OF KUKIKAN CRASH

THURSDAY, Oct. 24—The authorita­
ties at the Detroit airport have officially reported that a family of eight persons from the famous Frenchlin family were killed in a plane crash in a mountainous area.

VICKY, Oct. 22—A rare assissination attempt was made official confirmation that Mr. VFORMANCE, who is a member of the house of the German government, had been critically injured in an accident yesterday.

Third Death From Lockjaw is Reported

The third death in Hawaii from the disease called lockjaw has been officially reported today in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin.

Hilo High School Graduates

One hundred and twenty-two seniors of the Hilo High School class of 1942 have graduated from the school today.

Poultry Growers Is Halted By Blanket Preemption

Office Production Management

The correspondent said it is gen­
terally held that the United States' sincerity. He warned that Japan must not be duped by for­

Foressum Hostageing Better American Loom

VICTOY, Oct. 25—A rare assissination attempt was made official confirmation that Mr. VFORMANCE, who is a member of the house of the German government, had been critically injured in an accident yesterday.

Third Death From Lockjaw is Reported

The third death in Hawaii from the disease called lockjaw has been officially reported today in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin.

Hilo High School Graduates

One hundred and twenty-two seniors of the Hilo High School class of 1942 have graduated from the school today.
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VICTOY, Oct. 25—A rare assissination attempt was made official confirmation that Mr. VFORMANCE, who is a member of the house of the German government, had been critically injured in an accident yesterday.

Third Death From Lockjaw is Reported

The third death in Hawaii from the disease called lockjaw has been officially reported today in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin.

Hilo High School Graduates

One hundred and twenty-two seniors of the Hilo High School class of 1942 have graduated from the school today.

Poultry Growers Is Halted By Blanket Preemption

Office Production Management

The correspondent said it is gen­nterally held that the United States' sincerity. He warned that Japan must not be duped by for­
It's Great Life While It Lasts

This day welcomes in San Francisco, Fisherman's Wharf has its a live, lively scene. The city is abuzz with activity. The fog has lifted, and the sunlight illuminates the entire city. The waterfront is a popular spot for tourists and locals alike. The atmosphere is electric, and the city is bursting with life and energy. It's a wonderful day to be in San Francisco. 

What Nazis Found

Retreating Russian left groups of these lord mines to either German advance, on Rama-German front. Nazi capture says mines have been made harmless, as confirmed test shows detail impacts them.

SUCCESSFUL PARENTHOOD

By MRS. CATHERINE CORAL EDWARDS

American Eden, Parent's Magazine

LET CHILD EXPRESS HIS FEAR

In a much of tension and organization, the parents are the first to realize the child's need to express his fear. The parents are the ones who can help the child to express his fear in a healthy and safe way. They can do this by talking to the child and helping him to understand what is happening. They can also help the child to express his fear by providing him with a safe and supportive environment. The parents are the ones who can help the child to express his fear by encouraging him to talk about it and by helping him to find ways to cope with it.

Chapter XXVII

Her room, Aunt settled down, and asked a question. She asked, "Have you any plans for the day?"

Chapman said, "I haven't."

"I was thinking of going to town," said Aunt. "Do you want to come with me?"

Chapman said, "I'll be busy, but I might be able to join you later."

Aunt said, "That's fine. I'll go on my own."

Chapman said, "Okay."

Aunt left, and Chapman remained in her room. She didn't seem to care whether Chapman would join her or not. She just went on her own.

BULLET CARRIER

Mark was a dog aeroplane carrier serving with British in Eastern Command area in England. He formerly was with French line, and was sold by British. Sold removes aeroplane from dog's tenders.

Tastes Good

It's a matter of taste, but is always best to try a new food served to their sons at arm's length, and to eat it the way they like it. The food is always good, and the presentation is appealing. It's always best to try a new food and to eat it the way you like it. The food is always good, and the presentation is appealing.
Hopi Indian Chief Honored by Mormons

BOARDING UP FOR A FLORIDA HURRICANE

WINDY AND PADDLES

LITTLE MARY MIX-UP

BY HANS BRINKERHOFF

TRAVEL THROUGH TWO PICTORIAL ISLANDS

BARBADOS, Colorful Island in the West Indies

The island, a part of the British West Indies, has a rich history of trade and commerce, with its vibrant culture and picturesque landscapes. The island is known for its colorful islands and picturesque landscapes.
THE HAWAII MAINICHI
Saturday, October 25, 1941

Mainichi Sportorial

Joe Louis may or may not be the greatest fighter of all times, but when he retires he will be
the greatest record of all times.

Just take a look at his opponents, results and his record and you too will agree that World Champion Joe Louis has done all right in the pro fight game in more ways than one.

- 36,596  
Jack Sharkey Knockout in 3
- 4,008  
Stanley Ketchell Knockout in 2
- 110,000  
Jim Braddock Knockout in 8
- 19,908  
Johnny Paycheck Knockout in 1
- 30,000  
Arturo Godoy Decision in 15
- 39,563  
Jack Roper Knockout in 1
- 17,000  
A1 McCoy Knockout in 6
- 16,958  
Tony Musto Knockout in 9
- 7,270  
Red Barry Knockout in 3
- 3,270  
Willie Davis _Knockout in 2
- 882  
Biff Bennett ___Knockout in 3

S. Cody, W. Fukuda, C.

Mr. Kuhlman-E. G. Carter, S. Cody, W. Fukuda, C.


Grace Carter-Eleamor Soares and

Hamauku, Ethel Matsuoka, Mabel Hamauku,

K. Kunitomo, Mrs. Hannah Toho,

Arkangel, E. Fujita, M. Carlsmith-partner, Mrs. Kuhlman-E. G.

Wingate and S. Hebert-partner.

Masao, in the opening round, at 9

Kaiichi Takahashi - Kazuo Fukuda,

Mano, the opening round, at 10 a.m.,

Two seeded team which drew

Fernando Sensano, latter of Maui,

Sensano, later of Herman Sensano and

Sensano, latter of Maui, was decided to next Tuesday.

The case of Kaimu Ua, charged

The New York champion must

with following too closely (traffic

with parking within 15 feet of a

received three months jail for

forfeited $2 bails apiece for dou-

with improper backing, was pass-

required to wear a neck brace.

The best backs in the local league,

and the dockers' captain is one of

are odds on favorites to stop Wai-

and kicked his team to a one point

the right to playoff with the first

the CIO team and should smart by

Opposite.

there was no time left on the clock.

Two seeded team which drew

the big factor for the CIO garner-

the best backs in the local league,

and the dockers' captain is one of

are odds on favorites to stop Wai-

and kicked his team to a one point

the right to playoff with the first

the CIO team and should smart by

Opposite.


Wreckers Favored

With Joe Louis' rise to fame, Wreckers
have improved vastly since last year, and are now favorably favored to win. Wreckers just barely lost to the CBO team and are expected to get their revenge.

If the defending champions want to prove their worth, they should keep an eye out for the Wreckers with their powerful line-up. The Wreckers have the upper hand in this game!

The Wreckers will dig into their bag of tricks and come out swinging hard. Expect a thrilling and action-packed game!

Quarter-Finals of the Island of Hawaii open doubles tennis championship tournament were slated for Thursday afternoon at the municipal courts.

A very strong competition was faced by Eddie Pfyjik as he is all around for his two matches, he defeated Archie W. Cheng, E. Fujita, M. Konomoto, and finally defeated Wally Inouye, H. Noda, H. Noda, N. Carter, B. Oda, Melousa, C. Ozawa, C. Ozawa, F. Pfyjik, and M. Carlsmith.

Games in the Women's Class A singles, Class A and B doubles, and the Mixed doubles were held between matches in the men's semifinals and the women's finals.

In two other matches which are

likely to be decided in five sets.

The opening games of the sec-

ond round will be played on Monday night.

The quarter-finals will be played on Wednesday night.

Well, not really. It will be a chance for the Wreckers to take the lead in the championship tournament. It is definitely a must-watch game.

But if you're looking for a big 土耳其, you may want to check back in a couple of weeks. The Wreckers have a lot of games coming up and they will be back in action soon.

The Wreckers have been on a roll lately and have been dominating the tennis scene. They have won the last few games and are looking to continue their momentum.

Wreckers fans can expect a thrilling and exciting game. The Wreckers are the favorites to win this match, but the Waiakea Millers are not to be underestimated.

The Waiakea Millers have been performing well lately and have a strong team. They will be giving their best effort to stop the Wreckers and make it to the next round.

But in the end, it will come down to a matter of strategy and teamwork. The Wreckers have the edge in this game, but the Waiakea Millers are not to be underestimated.

The outcome of this match is anyone's guess, but it will definitely be a nail-biting game. So, be sure to tune in and watch the Wreckers take on the Waiakea Millers in the quarter-finals of the Island of Hawaii open doubles tennis championship tournament.
Defense Power Begins Flowing From Coulee Dam

Hospital Ship Missed by Narrow Margin

IT COULD BE AUTHENTIC—Advancing German soldiers and indistinguishable background in this picture made it so different from many leaving from Germany and taken in other countries. The ship was attacked soon after it had arrived in Alexandria, Egypt, with ships of the Royal Navy and after Mediterranean invasion of war.
極東情勢極めて険悪

日本進撃計画を棄てず

赤軍全線に危機迫り

モスクワ大空襲

赤都市街戦に備ぶ

独軍ロストフ線激戦

仏願攻撃

二年振りに帰還

武則輝く片山中将